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Memories from My Youth!!     The Dumbwaiter:  

 

Original on the left 1935 or 6.     Home after fire on right circa 1981.     

While I cannot recall precisely the time we purchased a refrigerator (A 

Frigidaire), I can recall not having one!!  At that time, we lived at the corner of 

Harmony Road and the 6th Concession of the Township of East Whitby in the 

County of Ontario.  About 1935 Mom and Dad had constructed a 2 story 

modest frame home on about 2 acres of land from the south end of what had 

been Mom’s Grandfather Pereman’s farm.  Much later they purchased an 

additional parcel of adjacent land to end up with a 5 acre parcel with 40 rods of 

frontage on the 6th concession.  The home would have been completed about, 

(note “about”) 1937.  As the house, now occupied and owned by Doug 

McCormack, Howard’s son, is no longer the same home, I will provide a brief 

description.  The home was partially destroyed by fire circa in 1981 and Mom 

did not have the upper level restored.  Upstairs we had 2 large bed rooms, one 

to the east and one to the west.  Off each of the large bedrooms were 2 smaller 

rooms.  These rooms were sometimes used for bedrooms and one of the two 

was always a large clothes closet.  There was a dormer at the front center of the 

home where a 3 piece bath was located.  The center stairs, as name implies 

came up the center of the home.  In the basement was the furnace, variously 

fired by wood and then oil as well as the cistern and washing facilities.  I 

should probably explain that the cistern was the source of the “soft water”, 

water for washing, water collected from the roof, while the drinking water, the 

“hard” water was taken from the well.  Thus we had two separate and distinct 

water systems in the home.  We originally had a garage, a two car garage in 

fact, albeit only 1 automobile.  Later, circa 1940 or 1941 Dad constructed a 

barn on the back of the garage.  Reason; rationing had been introduced as a 

result of the war and as Mom and Dad both had “farm skills”, they opted to 
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purchase a cow, some chickens and even hogs!!  For city folk; the cow provided 

milk and cream and thus butter; and gave birth to calves.  The chickens laid 

eggs and also hatched out other chicks; and no, the hogs were not allowed to 

reproduce.  From the cream donated by Betsey (the Cow) Mom made butter.  

She borrowed unused wooden bowls and a machine to form pounds (of butter).  

Dad purchased a 10 gallon hand turned Butter Churn.  These farm activities 

provided activity for the entire family while at the same time permitting us 

relative freedom from the impact of food rationing.  I may have mentioned in 

another chapter the fact that conservation extended to the school where each 

student was encouraged to have their individual Victory Garden in support of 

the War Effort.  ((Looking back from 2005, the  

Victory Gardens were if nothing else, an excellent propaganda ploy!!))  We also 

crocheted individual Afghan Blocks for the Afghans to be sent overseas to the 

troops.    

Enough of that, what happened to our Dumb Waiter??  In fact some of you may 

be asking: “what is a dumb waiter”??  Simply stated, A Dumb Waiter is a device 

to extend the life of food products by maintaining them at a lower temperature 

than would be possible had such food products remained in the kitchen ~~ 

remember the refrigerator was not available.  True, Ice Boxes did exist but to 

my memory, we never had an Ice Box.  The Dumb Waiter was constructed of 

wood, had several shelves, and mounted in such a way to permit its raising or 

lowering into the cellar, by pulleys.  The woman was able to raise the dumb 

waiter from the kitchen thus avoiding the necessary trip to the basement 

to retrieve food should a home not have this “modern aid installed”!!  For 

the record, our Dumb Waiter came up through the kitchen floor,   mid way 

between the east kitchen window and the kitchen door.   

Article prepared 2005 12 23.   Two photos added 2010-06-11.   

Post Script: Doug McCormack sold the property in May of 2010; sold it to make 

way for the extension of Hwy 407, running east from the city of Toronto, ON.   

Stan McCormack.   2010-06-11.   

 


